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Chapter 1 : Charles Lindbergh's Flight Reading Comprehension
Lindbergh flew combat missions in the Pacific. Today the artificial heart is a reality. But it embodies a technology that
was given its jump-start by that strange and unexpected pair of pioneers, Charles Lindbergh and Alexis Carrel.

Lindbergh was born on February 4, , in Detroit, Michigan, but grew up on a farm in Minnesota. He went to the
University of Wisconsin where he studied mechanical engineering. He left there and traveled to Lincoln,
Nebraska, where he made his first solo flight in After a year of working as a barnstormer, flying a stunt plane
at fairs, he joined the army in He served as an Army Air Service Reserve pilot. The route would be from New
York to Paris. Charles Lindbergh asked for help from some St. He wanted to make the flight and win the
prize. Even though other pilots had not been able to complete the flight, Lindbergh wanted to do it. He took
off in a monoplane called the Spirit of St. Lindbergh flew for The flight was more than 3, miles. After that, he
became famous and people honored him wherever he went. Lindbergh wanted to spend time going around the
country urging people to get involved in flying and aviation. He gave speeches and rode in parades.
Everywhere he went people enthusiastically welcomed him. He wrote a book called We which became a
best-seller. In , Charles Lindbergh married Anne Morrow. He met her on a trip to Mexico. After he taught her
how to fly, they could get away from the crowds up in the air. They set up air routes for aviation all over the
world. The Lindberghs bought an estate in Hopewell, New Jersey. Their first son was Charles Augustus
Lindbergh, Jr. He was kidnapped in at the age of 20 months. However, they never saw their son alive again.
His body was found in the woods near their house several weeks later. The police arrested a man named Bruno
Hauptman who was a carpenter. He was convicted and executed in The trial process was very upsetting to the
family as the media blew it into a huge story. To get away, the Lindberghs moved to France and then England.
He helped a French surgeon invent an early type of artificial heart. He worked with Pan-American Airlines on
the Board and as a special advisor. Nazi leader Hermann Goring invited him to tour the German aviation
facilities. Lindbergh was somewhat concerned because he thought that German aviation was ahead of that of
the United States. When he became involved with the America First Organization, which wanted the United
States not to join the Second World War, he lost his appeal to the public. People thought he supported the
Nazis. Louis was written in It won a Pulitzer Prize in in the category of Biography or Autobiography. He died
in his home in Maui in He flew to China from Toronto. He flew solo across the United States. He was the first
to fly solo across the Atlantic Ocean. He was the first to fly solo from Oregon to Singapore. The Spirit of St.
Lucky Charles 5 In which of the following countries did Charles Lindbergh land at the end of his flight?
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The ''artificial heart'' described in the news account was an intricate construction made entirely of hand-blown Pyrex
glass. The title of the article was ''An Apparatus for the Culture of.

Alexis Carrel was also a member of learned societies in the U. In , he was claimed to have witnessed the
miraculous cure of Marie Bailly at Lourdes , made famous in part because she named Carrel as a witness of
her cure. While there he collaborated with American physician Charles Claude Guthrie in work on vascular
suture and the transplantation of blood vessels and organs as well as the head , and Carrel was awarded the
Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine for these efforts. In the s, Carrel and Charles Lindbergh became close
friends not only because of the years they worked together but also because they shared personal, political, and
social views. Eventually they built the first perfusion pump, an invention instrumental to the development of
organ transplantation and open heart surgery. In his later life he returned to his Catholic roots. In he met with
Trappist monk Alexis Presse on a recommendation. After he and Lindbergh became close friends, Carrel
persuaded him to also buy a neighboring island, the Ile Illiec , where the Lindberghs often resided in the late s.
Carnot bled to death due to severing of his portal vein, and surgeons who treated the president felt that the
vein could not be successfully reconnected. The technique of "triangulation", using three stay-sutures as
traction points in order to minimize damage to the vascular wall during suturing, was inspired by sewing
lessons he took from an embroideress and is still used today. Organ transplants[ edit ] Carrel co-authored a
book with famed pilot Charles A. Lindbergh , The Culture of Organs, and worked with Lindbergh in the mids
to create the "perfusion pump," which allowed living organs to exist outside the body during surgery. The
advance is said to have been a crucial step in the development of open-heart surgery and organ transplants ,
and to have laid the groundwork for the artificial heart , which became a reality decades later. Cellular
senescence[ edit ] Carrel was also interested in the phenomenon of senescence , or aging. He claimed that all
cells continued to grow indefinitely, and this became a dominant view in the early 20th century. The
experiment, which was conducted at the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research , attracted considerable
popular and scientific attention. This is known as the Hayflick limit , and is now a pillar of biology. Franks
and others Loo et al. It is not certain how Carrel obtained his anomalous results. Leonard Hayflick suggests
that the daily feeding of nutrient was continually introducing new living cells to the alleged immortal culture.
Michael DeBakey and nine other scientists [25] received the prize, a bronze statuette [2] created for the event
by the Italian artist C. Alexis Carrel and Lourdes[ edit ] In Alexis Carrel went from being a skeptic of the
visions and miracles reported at Lourdes to being a believer in spiritual cures after experiencing a healing of
Marie Bailly that he could not explain. Alexis Carrel refused to discount a supernatural explanation and
steadfastly reiterated his beliefs, even writing a book describing his experience, [28] though it was not
published until four years after his death. This was a detriment to his career and reputation among his fellow
doctors, and feeling he had no future in academic medicine in France, he emigrated to Canada with the
intention of farming and raising cattle. After a brief period, he accepted an appointment at the University of
Chicago [12] and two years later at the Rockefeller Institute of Medical Research. Man, The Unknown , [ edit
] Main article: In the book, he attempted to outline a comprehensive account what is known and more
importantly unknown of the human body and human life "in light of discoveries in biology, physics, and
medicine", [12] to elucidate problems of the modern world, and to provide possible routes to a better life for
human beings. For Carrel, the fundamental problem was that: They have been fascinated by the beauty of the
sciences of inert matter. They have not understood that their body and consciousness are subjected to natural
laws, more obscure than, but as inexorable as, the laws of the sidereal world. Neither have they understood
that they cannot transgress these laws without being punished. They must, therefore, learn the necessary
relations of the cosmic universe, of their fellow men, and of their inner selves, and also those of their tissues
and their mind. Indeed, man stands above all things. Should he degenerate, the beauty of civilization, and even
the grandeur of the physical universe, would vanish. He argued for an aristocracy springing from individuals
of potential, writing: We must single out the children who are endowed with high potentialities, and develop
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them as completely as possible. And in this manner give to the nation a non-hereditary aristocracy. Such
children may be found in all classes of society, although distinguished men appear more frequently in
distinguished families than in others. The descendants of the founders of American civilization may still
possess the ancestral qualities. These qualities are generally hidden under the cloak of degeneration. But this
degeneration is often superficial. It comes chiefly from education, idleness, lack of responsibility and moral
discipline. The sons of very rich men, like those of criminals, should be removed while still infants from their
natural surroundings. Thus separated from their family, they could manifest their hereditary strength. In the
aristocratic families of Europe there are also individuals of great vitality. The issue of the Crusaders is by no
means extinct. The laws of genetics indicate the probability that the legendary audacity and love of adventure
can appear again in the lineage of the feudal lords. It is possible also that the offspring of the great criminals
who had imagination, courage, and judgment, of the heroes of the French or Russian Revolutions, of the
high-handed business men who live among us, might be excellent building stones for an enterprising minority.
As we know, criminality is not hereditary if not united with feeble-mindedness or other mental or cerebral
defects. High potentialities are rarely encountered in the sons of honest, intelligent, hard-working men who
have had ill luck in their careers, who have failed in business or have muddled along all their lives in inferior
positions. Or among peasants living on the same spot for centuries. However, from such people sometimes
spring artists, poets, adventurers, saints. A brilliantly gifted and well-known New York family came from
peasants who cultivated their farm in the south of France from the time of Charlemagne to that of Napoleon.
His endorsement of this idea began in the mids, prior to the Nazi implementation of such practices in
Germany. The ideal solution would be the suppression of each of these individuals as soon as he has proven
himself to be dangerous. Those who have murdered, robbed while armed with automatic pistol or machine
gun, kidnapped children, despoiled the poor of their savings, misled the public in important matters, should be
humanely and economically disposed of in small euthanasic institutions supplied with proper gasses. A similar
treatment could be advantageously applied to the insane, guilty of criminal acts. We have mentioned that
natural selection has not played its part for a long while. That many inferior individuals have been conserved
through the efforts of hygiene and medicine. But we cannot prevent the reproduction of the weak when they
are neither insane nor criminal. Or destroy sickly or defective children as we do the weaklings in a litter of
puppies. The only way to obviate the disastrous predominance of the weak is to develop the strong. Our efforts
to render normal the unfit are evidently useless. We should, then, turn our attention toward promoting the
optimum growth of the fit. By making the strong still stronger, we could effectively help the weak; For the
herd always profits by the ideas and inventions of the elite. Instead of leveling organic and mental inequalities,
we should amplify them and construct greater men. The progress of the strong depends on the conditions of
their development and the possibility left to parents of transmitting to their offspring the qualities which they
have acquired in the course of their existence. Modern society must, therefore, allow to all a certain stability of
life, a home, a garden, some friends. Children must be reared in contact with things which are the expression
of the mind of their parents. It is imperative to stop the transformation of the farmer, the artisan, the artist, the
professor, and the man of science into manual or intellectual proletarians, possessing nothing but their hands
or their brains. The development of this proletariat will be the everlasting shame of industrial civilization. It
has contributed to the disappearance of the family as a social unit, and to the weakening of intelligence and
moral sense. It is destroying the remains of culture. All forms of the proletariat must be suppressed. Each
individual should have the security and the stability required for the foundation of a family. Marriage must
cease being only a temporary union. The union of man and woman, like that of the higher anthropoids, ought
to last at least until the young have no further need of protection. The laws relating to education, and
especially to that of girls, to marriage, and divorce should, above all, take into account the interest of children.
Women should receive a higher education, not in order to become doctors, lawyers, or professors, but to rear
their offspring to be valuable human beings. The free practice of eugenics could lead not only to the
development of stronger individuals, but also of strains endowed with more endurance, intelligence, and
courage. These strains should constitute an aristocracy, from which great men would probably appear. Modern
society must promote, by all possible means, the formation of better human stock. No financial or moral
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rewards should be too great for those who, through the wisdom of their marriage, would engender geniuses.
The complexity of our civilization is immense. No one can master all its mechanisms. However, these
mechanisms have to be mastered. There is need today of men of larger mental and moral size, capable of
accomplishing such a task. The establishment of a hereditary biological aristocracy through voluntary
eugenics would be an important step toward the solution of our present problems. In popular culture[ edit ].
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Lindbergh's Artificial Heart and millions of other books are available for Amazon Kindle. Learn more Enter your mobile
number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App.

Well, almost every magazine. Time made the curious decision not to run with Lindbergh as its cover subject
for the next edition, a choice that editors quickly regretted. By the end of the year, though, the same editors
struck on a clever way to rectify their omission and also move some magazines. When he arrived at the
Embassy in France no shoes big enough were handy. Eats a thorough-going breakfast. Prefers light luncheon
and dinner when permitted. Lindbergh became keenly interested in cardiology when his sister-in-law was
fighting against what proved to be fatal mitral stenosis in , and he wondered why it was impossible to
surgically fix a damaged heart. Lindbergh lent his unique mechanical acumen to his research with Carrel, and
the pilot eventually perfected a glass perfusion pump that could maintain a heart in a sterile environment. The
breakthrough helped other scientists eventually create the first artificial heart. Lindbergh and Carrel even
coauthored the medical text The Culture of Organs, which included an early description of how an artificial
heart would work. Lindbergh worked on the side as an aviation instructor and a circus stunt flier for fairs as a
young pilot, but the only steady gig he ever held was a post as chief pilot on a mail run between St. Louis and
Chicago that he started in According to Lindbergh, it was on one of these runs for the Robertson Aircraft
Company that he had the epiphany that a nonstop flight from New York to Paris was possible. Upon returning
to St. Louis after the run, Lindbergh started scaring up funding for his historic trip. A group of St. I realized
more clearly the facts that man should never overlook: I realized that if I had to choose I would rather have
birds than airplanes. In he made his first public speech in 27 years to implore the Alaska Legislature to
consider conservation legislation. He made trips to the Philippines to work with President Ferdinand Marcos
to establish a sanctuary for the tamaraw, an endangered hoofed mammal. Lindbergh met hat maker Brigitte
Hesshaimer while visiting Germany in , and the two began an affair that produced two sons and a daughter.
Lindbergh would visit the family several times a year, but the children never knew that their father was the
famous aviator. Instead, they thought he was an American writer named Careau Kent. After his death, though,
they found bundles and letters and photographs of Lindbergh and realized they were his children. Their mother
confirmed their suspicions but asked that they not reveal their paternity until after her death. When she passed
away in the Hesshaimer children finally told the media about their famous father. DNA tests confirmed their
claims. The story gets even wilder, though.
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During their first meeting on November 28, , Lindbergh remembers Carrel showing him two unsuccessful attempts at
building "an apparatus similar to an artificial heart, one that would perfuse.

Maui, Hawaii American aviator American aviator Charles Lindbergh became famous after making the first
solo nonstop flight across the Atlantic Ocean. His father was a congressman from Minnesota from to , and his
grandfather had been secretary to the King of Sweden. Lindbergh spent a great deal of time alone while
young, with animals and then machines to keep him company. Lindbergh became bored with studying; he was
more interested in cars and motorcycles at this point. He left Wisconsin to study airplane flying in Lincoln,
Nebraska, from to He made his first solo flight in and thereafter made exhibition flights and short trips in the
Midwest. He enrolled in the U. Air Service Reserve as a cadet in and graduated the next year. In he made his
first flight as an airmail pilot between Chicago, Illinois, and St. With money put up by several St. Louis
businessmen, Lindbergh had a plane called the Spirit of St. On the first lap of his flight to New York, he
traveled nonstop to St. Louis in fourteen hours and twenty-five minutesâ€”record-breaking time from the West
Coast. On May 20, , Lindbergh took off in his silver-winged monoplane a plane with only one supporting
surface from Roosevelt Field in Long Island, New York, bound for an airport outside Paris. Better-equipped
and better-known aviators had failed; some had even crashed to their death. He arrived on May 21, having
traveled 2, miles in thirty-three and one-half hours. During a tour of seventy-five American cities sponsored
by the Daniel Guggenheim Foundation for the Promotion of Aeronautics, he was greeted by wild
demonstrations of praise. During one tour he met Anne Spencer Morrow, the daughter of the U. They were
married in The Lindberghs made many flights together. In they flew to Asia, mapping air routes to China.
Two years later, in a 30,mile flight, they explored possible air routes across oceans. Son murdered In March
the Lindberghs were shaken when their infant son was kidnapped. While in France Lindbergh worked with
Alexis Carrel â€” , an American surgeon medical specialist who performs operations and experimental
biologist who had won the Nobel Prize in medicine in The two men perfected an "artificial heart and lungs," a
pump that could keep organs alive outside the body by supplying blood and air to them. Criticized for political
opinions In the late s Lindbergh conducted various studies of air power in Europe. In he studied American
airplane production as special adviser on technical matters. He also performed promotional work for aviation
during this period. He was criticized by President Franklin D. After Japan attacked the United States in ,
Lindbergh supported the American effort, serving as a technician for aircraft companies. After the war he once
again became a technical adviser for the U. Air Force, and eventually he was again commissioned a brigadier
general in the Air Force Reserve. Lindbergh wrote several accounts of his famous flight. We and The Spirit of
St. Louis , for which he received the Pulitzer Prize for biography, are descriptions of his early life and
accomplishments. Lindbergh and Boyhood on the Upper Mississippi: A Reminiscent Letter
An
Autobiography of Values was published after his death. Toward the end of his life Lindbergh grew
increasingly interested in the spiritual world and spoke out on environmental issues. He spent his final years
with his wife in a house they had built on a remote portion of the island of Maui. He died there on August 26,
She retired to Darien, Connecticut, where a series of strokes weakened her. In she discovered that a woman
whom her children had hired to manage her affairs was stealing money from her. The state of Connecticut
joined with the Lindbergh children in pressing charges against the woman. For more information Bak,
Richard. Charles Lindbergh and the Spirit of St. New Discovery Books, The Spirit of St. Danny Feb 29, So
take good care of the them o. Muhammad Oct 26, 1:
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Lindbergh's artificial heart: Few people know it, but the famous aviator spent considerable time working on an artificial
heart. Exploding whale: What did the Oregon Department of Transportation do with a dead whale that washed up on
one of its beaches?

Charles Lindbergh Biography The life of an aviator seemed to me ideal. It made use of the latest developments
of science. Mechanical engineers were fettered to factories and drafting boards while pilots have the freedom
of wind with the expanse of sky. There were times in an aeroplane when it seemed I had escaped mortality to
look down on earth like a God. Other pilots had crossed the Atlantic before him. But Lindbergh was the first
person to do it alone nonstop. The press named him "Lucky Lindy" and the "Lone Eagle. Many Americans
criticized him for his noninvolvement beliefs. Lindbergh served as an adviser in the aviation industry from the
days of wood and wire airplanes to supersonic jets. He grew up on a farm near Little Falls, Minn. He was the
son of Charles Augustus Lindbergh, Sr. In childhood, Lindbergh showed exceptional mechanical ability. At
the age of 18 years, he entered the University of Wisconsin to study engineering. However, Lindbergh was
more interested in the exciting, young field of aviation than he was in school. After two years, he left school to
become a barnstormer, a pilot who performed daredevil stunts at fairs. Louis hired him to fly the mail between
St. He gained a reputation as a cautious and capable pilot. Several pilots were killed or injured while
competing for the Orteig prize. By , it had still not been won. Lindbergh believed he could win it if he had the
right airplane. He persuaded nine St. Louis businessmen to help him finance the cost of a plane. Lindbergh
chose Ryan Aeronautical Company of San Diego to manufacture a special plane, which he helped design. He
named the plane the Spirit of St. The flight took 20 hours 21 minutes, a transcontinental record. Thousands of
cheering people had gathered to meet him. He was honored with awards, celebrations, and parades. Lindbergh
and the Spirit of St. Dahl After the flight In , Lindbergh published We, a book about his transatlantic flight.
The title referred to Lindbergh and his plane. Lindbergh flew throughout the United States to encourage
air-mindedness on behalf of the Daniel Guggenheim Fund for the Promotion of Aeronautics. Lindbergh
learned about the pioneer rocket research of Robert H. Goddard , a Clark University physics professor.
Lindbergh also worked for several airlines as a technical adviser. Lindbergh remembered and did call upon his
return. It was the beginning of a friendship that would have a profound impact on the development of aviation
in the United States. The two decided Lindbergh would make a three-month tour of the United States, paid for
by a fund Harry and his father, Daniel, had set up earlier to encourage aviation-related research. Daniel
Guggenheim Fund sponsored Lindbergh on a three month nation-wide tour. Flying the "Spirit of St. Louis," he
touched down in 49 states, visited 92 cities, gave speeches, and rode 1, miles in parades. Hallion, historian for
the Air Force and the author of a book on the Guggenheims. Image owned by kirtlink missvalley. Morrow, the
American ambassador there. Lindbergh married Anne Morrow in He taught her to fly, and they went on many
flying expeditions together throughout the world, charting new routes for various airlines. Anne Morrow
Lindbergh also became famous for her poetry and other writings. Lindbergh invented an artificial heart
Lindbergh invented an "artificial heart" between and He developed it for Alexis Carrel , a French surgeon and
biologist whose research included experiments in keeping organs alive outside the body. About ten weeks
later, his body was found. In , police arrested a carpenter, Bruno Richard Hauptmann , and charged him with
the murder. Hauptmann was convicted of the crime. He was executed in The press sensationalized the
tragedy. Reporters, photographers, and curious onlookers pestered the Lindberghs constantly. In , after the
Hauptmann trial, Lindbergh, his wife, and their 3-year-old son, Jon, moved to Europe in search of privacy and
safety. The Lindbergh kidnapping led Congress to pass the "Lindbergh law. German medal of honor While in
Europe, Lindbergh was invited by the governments of France and Germany to tour the aircraft industries of
their countries. Lindbergh was especially impressed with the highly advanced aircraft industry of Nazi
Germany. Lindbergh became a leading spokesman for the committee. He criticized President Franklin D. He
also charged that British, Jewish, and pro-Roosevelt groups were leading America into war. Lindbergh
resigned his commission in the Army Air Corps after Roosevelt publicly denounced him. Some Americans
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accused Lindbergh of being a Nazi sympathizer because he refused to return the medal he had accepted. After
the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor on Dec. He tried to reenlist, but his request was refused. Although he was a
civilian, he flew about 50 combat missions. Lindbergh also developed cruise control techniques that increased
the capabilities of American fighter planes. Withdrew from public attention After the War, Lindbergh
withdrew from public attention. He worked as a consultant to the chief of staff of the U. Pan American World
Airways also hired Lindbergh as a consultant. He advised the airline on its purchase of jet transports and
eventually helped design the Boeing jet. In , Lindbergh published The Spirit of St. Louis, an expanded account
of his transatlantic flight. The book won a Pulitzer Prize in Conservation movement Lindbergh traveled
widely and developed an interest in the cultures of peoples in Africa and the Philippines. He especially
campaigned for the protection of humpback and blue whales, two species of whales in danger of extinction.
Died of cancer on Aug. Lindbergh residence in Maui The following pictures are of the Lindbergh residence
and the guest house in Maui, Hawaii. Click on the following thumbnail images to view a large image: The
limestone coral church was built in Before he died, he sketched a simple design for his grave and coffin. If I
take the wings of the morning, and dwell in the uttermost parts of the sea. A small road just past Mile Marker
41 leads to the church. Biography of Charles Augustus Lindbergh, Sr. Following his graduation he practiced
law in Little Falls, Minnesota until when he was elected to Congress from the sixth congressional district. He
held this seat through Lindbergh was elected on the Republican ticket and soon became one of the leaders of
the progressive Republicans in Congress. Lindbergh ran, and was defeated, in several subsequent elections: In
the s and s, Lindbergh began a number of political magazines and newspapers, all of which failed. One paper
of note was called the Lindbergh National Farmer. His anti-war writings and speeches during World War I
caused him to be branded as a traitor and affected the outcome of the gubernatorial election. At the time,
Lindbergh was prevented from speaking in many parts of the state and was opposed by many powerful public
opinion forming agencies in the state. Following his congressional career, Lindbergh maintained law offices in
Little Falls and Minneapolis, Minnesota but much of his time was devoted to politics, to writing, and to real
estate ventures in Florida and Minnesota. Lindbergh represented a number of individuals living in the eastern
United States who owned real estate in Minnesota. He made real estate invenstments of his own in Florida. In
Charles A. Together they had two daughters, Lillian and Eva. Mary LaFond Lindbergh died in Land of
Detroit, Michigan.
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Lindbergh's Artificial Heart: More Fascinating True Stories from Einstein's Refrigerator - Kindle edition by Steve
Silverman. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets.

Click here for audio of Episode Today, an unexpected invention from an unexpected inventor. How do you
suppose Charles Lindbergh managed to fly the Atlantic? So much is said about his courage and determination.
He had rare nerve, no doubt. But not enough is said about his mind. He had a big hand in designing the highly
specialized Spirit of St. Louis that took him to France. In a relative suffered heart trouble. That struck
Lindbergh as a solvable problem. So he talked to Alexis Carrel, who held the Nobel Prize for his work in
organ transplants and suturing blood vessels. Carrel was respected, but he was odd. His operating room was
solid black. So was operating room dress. Author Christopher Hallowell tells us that he "flirted with arcane
mysticism" and that he harbored bizzare racial theories. Well, Lindbergh was an odd enough duck himself. He
alienated people before the war with his isolationist ideas. In any case, the two took a real shine to each other.
Lindbergh studied the problem and quietly went off to the Princeton University glass blower. Two weeks later
he came back with his own blood pump. Carrel was delighted and invited Lindbergh to continue work in his
laboratory. In , after his son was kidnapped and murdered, he finally produced a working blood pump. He also
produced a lot of the supporting technology. Carrel sang the praises of the work. Here he is with Lindbergh on
the cover of a Time magazine, admiring the pump. The press wrote about transplants and implants and the
medical miracles right around the corner. Maybe the pump itself could be miniaturized and used to replace the
human heart. Then WW-II began, and both men walked away from the technology. Most of the pumps were
broken up for the platinum in them. During the war, Carrel died of heart failure. Lindbergh flew combat
missions in the Pacific. Today the artificial heart is a reality. But it embodies a technology that was given its
jump-start by that strange and unexpected pair of pioneers, Charles Lindbergh and Alexis Carrel. Theme
music Hallowell, C. American Heritage of Invention and Technology , Vol.
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"In this day of artificial hearts and organ transplants," begins Lindbergh's biosketch on the Lindbergh Foundation Web
site, "it is noteworthy that Charles Lindbergh invented an 'artificial heart' in the s.".

Early childhood[ edit ] Charles A. Lindbergh and his father, circa Lindbergh was born in Detroit , Michigan,
on February 4, , and spent most of his childhood in Little Falls, Minnesota , and Washington, D. Congressman
R - MN -6 from to , was one of the few Congressmen to oppose the entry of the U. Lindbergh also attended
over a dozen other schools from Washington, D. By the time he started college as a mechanical engineering
student, he had also become fascinated with flying, though he "had never been close enough to a plane to
touch it". He also briefly worked as an airplane mechanic at the Billings, Montana , municipal airport. Though
Lindbergh had not touched an airplane in more than six months, he had already secretly decided he was ready
to take to the air by himself. Unlike the previous year, this time Lindbergh flew in his "own ship" as pilot.
Senateâ€”to a campaign stop. In October, Lindbergh flew his Jenny to Iowa , where he sold it to a flying
student. After selling the Jenny, Lindbergh returned to Lincoln by train. Lindbergh also "cracked up" this
aircraft once when his engine failed shortly after take-off in Pensacola, Florida , but again he managed to
repair the damage himself. He was soon promoted to 1st Lieutenant , and to captain in July Nelson, and
Harlan A. Twice combinations of bad weather, equipment failure, and fuel exhaustion forced him to bail out
on night approach to Chicago; [32] [33] both times he reached the ground without serious injury and
immediately set about ensuring his cargo was located and sent on with minimum delay. Naval aviators Noel
Davis and Stanton H. Chamberlin and Arctic explorer Richard E. Byrd were also in the race. Louis[ edit ] Part
of the funding for the Spirit of St. He went first to St. The aircraft fought icing , flew blind through fog for
several hours, and Lindbergh navigated only by dead reckoning he was not proficient at navigating by the sun
and stars and he rejected radio navigation gear as heavy and unreliable. He was fortunate that the winds over
the Atlantic cancelled each other out, giving him zero wind drift â€” and thus accurate navigation during the
long flight over featureless ocean. Some damage was done to the Spirit especially to the fine linen,
silver-painted fabric covering on the fuselage by souvenir hunters before pilot and plane reached the safety of
a nearby hangar with the aid of French military fliers, soldiers, and police. People were "behaving as though
Lindbergh had walked on water, not flown over it".
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Lindbergh and Carrel even coauthored the medical text The Culture of Organs, which included an early description of
how an artificial heart would work. 3. He Only Drew a Steady Paycheck Once.

Was his work in this field related to aviationâ€”a redesigned cockpit, perhaps? Or, something to increase
lumbar support to make transatlantic voyages more comfortable? A prediction that fell flat. Today, only a few
sentences in his Wikipedia entry relate to his scientific contributions; and therein lies a tale. Charles Lindbergh
was the designer of the perfusion pumpâ€”a handblown, inch-high, clear Pyrex glass configuration that was
used to keep organs functioning outside of the body. He made it in after a culmination of a quiet collaboration
with the Nobel Prize winning scientist Alexis Carrel. The carotid artery was placed in connection with another
tiny glass tube, connecting it to the pump system. Air pressure would drive the fluid through the pump in a
manner that mimicked biological processes. Though largely forgotten, it is important. The apparatus was a
precursor to medical devices like the heart-lung machine, and its process helped to develop a feasible means
for stopping the heart during surgical procedures. During long hours in the air, the young pilot recalled musing
about life and death. After asking his doctor why surgery could not reverse the damage, Lindbergh was told
that the procedure would take longer than the heart could be removed from the body without causing
permanent damage. The very next day, Lindbergh made an appointment to meet with Carrel at his laboratory
in the Rockefeller Institute â€”no doubt such efficient scheduling was greased with a bit of name recognition.
Of greater difficulty, though, was building a device that would avoid bacterial contamination during cycles of
perfusion. Lindbergh examined the model and said he could do better. Though it was far from perfect, Carrel
was impressed and offered Lindbergh space in his lab where the pilot could work to improve the device.
Along with problems of design and bacterial contamination, Lindbergh also had to contend with the issues of
fame. Following his transatlantic flight, the young aviator had developed a heightened unease with the rabid
media attention. His attempt to maintain anonymity while working at the Institute was met with only modest
success. At his first visit, Lindbergh attempted to sneak in via a side door, but he was quickly discovered by
crowds of adoring technicians and staff members No one at the Institute was permitted to discuss his work or
presence with the press and Lindbergh was able to maintain some degree of anonymity. Though the design
continued to have problems with low pressure and bacterial contamination, the device perfused a carotid artery
for a month. In May , Lindbergh published the results of a device that circulated fluid constantly through a
closed system. It hit the press with very little fanfare, in large part because his article was one of the shortest
published in Science and probably the only one to appear unsigned. Nevertheless, this was the first hint of the
dramatic news story to come. The air introduced into the system was filtered through sterile cotton, which
significantly reduced the problem of contamination. The entire device, made all of glass, could be easily
sterilized in an autoclave. The top chamber of the device housed the organ. Perfusion liquid was housed in the
lower chamber, fed to the organ via a glass feed tube, and ultimately allowing gravity to pull the fluid through
the chambers back to the reservoir chamber from which it began. But still the pump was not perfect; one
problem was in that the secreted fluid from the organ had no outletâ€”in other words the pump had no
artificial kidneyâ€”and therefore organ secretions mixed with the perfusion fluid, which then subsequently
required frequent changes that threatened the sterility and stability of the system. Kidney or not, the pump was
ready for rigorousâ€”and ultimately publicâ€”testing. On April 5, , Carrel and Lindbergh began a
trialâ€”perfusing the thyroid gland of a cat. At the end of 18 days, pieces of tissue were transferred to culture,
where epithelial cells were generated. The tissue was healthy, alive and replicating. In July , Carrel and
Lindbergh graced the cover of Time for their accomplishments. Over the next four years, individual perfusion
experiments were conducted on the pump. After small modifications, it functioned so well that at no time was
it stopped because of malfunctioning though bacterial contamination continued to be a problem. The news of
the sustenance of organs, the growth of in vitro tissue, and the involvement of the Charles Lindbergh in this
exciting, death-cheating science gripped the public. The increasing media scrutiny turned sensational, with
reports of Carrel growing human embryos in his laboratory. Of course, the scientific marvels were compelling,
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but the name recognition of both the Nobel scientist andâ€”even more soâ€”the young American aviator were
likely what drew the most attention. A one-sentence press release about the exhibit made copious use of the
word famous: Indeed, multiple examples of how Carrel presented their work relationship to the press is
evidence of such a conscious attempt. But both parties benefitted. Perhaps it was fame in this moment that
sheds some light on why Lindbergh is rarely remembered for this contribution to science history. In the mids
the idea was revived for open heart surgery and later for the maintenance of donor organs, but new methods of
organ perfusion quickly supplanted the Lindbergh device. This in no way means that the Lindbergh pump was
a failure. On a personal level, Lindbergh met his goalâ€”to help determine a way to surgically intervene to fix
diseased hearts. Though he was too late to save his sister-in-law, the work that he did with Carrel laid the
groundwork for the medical innovations that would later save those with similar diagnoses. In this case, the
lessons derived from the Lindbergh-Carrel collaboration were substantial. So while Lindbergh was important
in the larger history of organ perfusion and medical technologies though perhaps it is still an overstatement to
say that the name he left in biology was as illustrious as that in aviation , many might argue that medical
technologies are not quite as important to the historical memory of Lindberghâ€”though perhaps worthy of at
least one more paragraph on his Wikipedia page.
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Chapter 9 : Carrel-Lindbergh perfusion pump | National Museum of American History
He helped invent an early artificial heart. Lindbergh was known for his hands-on approach to repairing and prepping his
aircraft, and he later turned his mechanical wizardry toward biology.

A Pilot and a Surgeon, by William Hoffman November 30, Charles Lindbergh was only 10 years old when
Alexis Carrel reported "On the permanent life of tissues of the organism" and the "Ultimate results of aortic
transplantation" in the Journal of Experimental Medicine. The year was Carrel, the father of vascular surgery
and soon-to-be Nobel laureate, was laying the groundwork for tissue culture technology and transplant surgery
in his laboratory at the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research in New York City. Lindbergh, the future
pilot of the "Spirit of St. But during the winter he lived in Washington, D. Lindbergh, was a U. One day in , he
and his mother went to an air show across the Potomac River at Ft. Lindbergh was so fascinated with the new
"flying machines" that he determined then and there "to fly myself. For me, the Carrel-Lindbergh
collaboration is one such point. It appears on the page like a cursor whenever I read from the deluge of articles
about where we are going in biomedical research: Need a new nose? Someday doctors may be able to grow
you one. Medical Miracles for the Next Millennium. From hearing to seeing, from smelling to speaking and
touching All these stories have a common thread: The understanding, incubation, preservation, and sometimes
transfer of cells, tissues and organs, aided and abetted by the machine, their performance and therapeutic value
monitored by the machine, their future viability predicted by the machine Medicine and the machine.
Lindbergh understood the machine like few people of his time. The stories of his boyhood prowess are legion.
No piece of mechanized equipment that occupied the farm, not the tractor, the implements, the new milking
machine, the Model T, escaped him. He looked into each as if he had X-ray vision, took it apart and put it
back together in his head. Later he helped design the "Spirit of St. It was a quarter century before surgeon C.
Walton Lillehei and his colleagues at the University of Minnesota Medical School combined new surgical
techniques, heart-lung bypass technologies, and monumental drive to make open-heart surgery a safe and
effective treatment for people like Elizabeth Morrow. His knowledge of fabrics came in handy in his cell and
tissue culture experiments. On January 17, Carrel placed a slice of heart muscle from a chick embryo in a
culture medium. They stopped pulsating two years after Carrel himself died of a heart attack after being
associated with the collaborationist Vichy government in France. While cells on the periphery next to nutrients
would thrive, internal cells with restricted access became necrotic. Borrowing from his heritage, he used a silk
veil to create a three-dimensional culture. The silk veil "acted as a skeleton for the plasmatic jelly, the original
[tissue] fragment, and the new tissue cells," he wrote. The silk veil-enhanced culture "could be handled easily
without folding and retraction of the medium, and without deformation of the cells. Today, three-dimensional
cell culture is a key to advances in biomaterials research, bioartificial tissue and organ engineering, and
bioprocessing--the large-scale production of valuable cellular products like insulin. A key to "Medicine for the
Next Millennium. Carrel "had always considered the concept of organ culture to be a logical extension of the
concept of cell culture," Bing wrote. But previous attempts had failed. Infection and necrosis had set in
rapidly. On September 1, , three months before the Lindbergh family left the U. The organ to be studied lies
on the slanting glass floor of the topmost. The book is in many ways typical of books on medical methodology
of the time, with many black-and-white plates of cells and tissue sections, schematics, tables and graphs.
Perhaps what sets it apart is the grand vision laid out for a three-year-old technology, how it could serve to
help identify the specific nutritional requirements for each organ. Proper nutrition was the secret to revitalizing
any diseased organ: For me, Maria brought modern science to our farm, and nothing else attracted me as
much, or was as challenging or as symbolic of the future. The Navy had established a cryobiological-perfusion
research program with the objective of "creating a storage bank of human organs for transplantation," he
wrote, another idea dismissed as "impossible" a generation earlier. Lindbergh died in just as the world was
being introduced to recombinant DNA technology. He missed the "dawn of biotech. Today, the "new era"
goes under the term "molecular medicine. Islet cell replacement has eliminated the need for insulin injections,
glucose monitoring, and dietary restrictions in a number of patients in preliminary studies. The "appropriate
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nutrient substances" that Carrel and Lindbergh believed held the secret to organ regeneration we know today
as cellular growth factors, molecules that regulate cell division and tissue proliferation by binding to receptors
on the surface of the cell. Molecules important for understanding how genes, cells, tissues and organs are built
and how life in the organism is orchestrated. The challenges of molecular medicine are daunting, but so were
the challenges a pilot and surgeon faced together some 60 years ago as they pushed back the frontiers of
knowledge of their time. Privacy Policy Terms and Conditions This site is not affiliated with the Lindbergh
family, Lindbergh Foundation, or any other organization or group. This site owned and operated by the Spirit
of St.
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